Rights Management Break Out Group

What do you do now?

- License ACMT(?) using creative commons
- Some content owned by board of governors
- Due diligence on ownership
- Some ownership by faculty and students
- Rights statements on photos
- Releases on oral histories
- Rights statements on websites-problems with links
- State Archives owns what’s given to them (public domain?)
- Right of access only to those with right credentials in some cases (adoption records)
- Importance of Collection Dev. Policy-rights tie to that
- Problem with no provenance or deeds of gift
- Rights to preserve must be in deeds of gift
- No classified docs
- AFA gifts are donations to the Secretary of the Air Force
- Material in orphaned works category

Rights Statement

- Most add to metadata
- CC0 to metadata no reselling
- CC0 to DPLA for metadata
- Must allow reuse of metadata
- Acquiring rights before digitizing
- Problem with orphan works
- Get deeds with all the rights more than just ownership. Iron clad agreements
- What about donors who want to keep giving stuff out?
- Need changed (updated) copyright laws

What kind of rights statement and metadata

- We retain copyright
- Charging a fee for educational or commercial use
- Permission to reuse metadata must be used
- What about OCLC MARC records?